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Early Fourteenth Century
Egyptian Art.

Models.
37.646-657. Limestone, food and utensils, Sixth Dynasty, Giza. Harvard University-M.F.A. Expedition.

Ostracons.

Plaster.

Sculpture.

Paintings.

Oil, American.

Oil, Dutch.

Oil, English.

Oil, French.

Oil, Italian School.

Oil, Spanish School.

Pastel, American.

Pastel, French.

Prints.

Books.
37.1186. Seven Simeons, illustrated by Botz Artzybashvelli. Gift of Miss Marie-Louise Elliott.
37.1293. Two volumes of reproductions of prints of ornaments, by Rudolph Berliner. Helen and Alice Colburn Fund.

Chromolithographs.

Drawings and Pastels.